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Abstract

We investigate the measurement of massive metastable charged particles in ATLAS, using
timing information from the resistive plate chambers (RPCs). As representative particle
candidates we use staus, the partners of τ leptons in supersymmetric models with gravitino
dark matter (GDM), which may well be stable on the scale of the detector. The generic
signatures of massive metastable charged particles are a long Time-of-Flight (ToF) and high
energy-loss (dE/dx). The RPC timing information allows us to measure the ToF of a particle
which, taken in conjunction with the measurement of the particle’s momentum from its
track, allows one to determine its mass. We pioneer the study of the RPCs’ potential for
this measurement. We also consider triggering effects on the event selection, and discuss
quantitatively the ATLAS potential for measuring the stau mass in three specific GDM
benchmark scenarios.

1 Introduction

In preparation for the start-up of the LHC, the possible signatures of supersymmetric models
have received much attention. This effort has been motivated by the possible benefits of super-
symmetric models, including less fine-tuning for the Higgs mass [1–3], the unification of forces
at some high scale [4–7], and a viable cold dark matter (CDM) candidate [8, 9] if R-parity is
conserved. While most scenarios considered have dealt with minimal versions of supersymmetry,
such as the constrained minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (CMSSM),
and have focused on neutralino dark matter candidates, there exist other generic possibilities.
One such possibility is gravitino dark matter, in which case heavier metastable charged particles
might be produced at the LHC. There are models in which the lifetime of the next-to-lightest
supersymmetric particle (NLSP) is longer than it takes to traverse a detector, after which it
decays into the neutral lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP), the cold dark matter candi-
date. Prominent examples of such models include gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking
(GMSB) [10–16], anomaly-mediated supersymmetry breaking (AMSB) [17,18] and supergravity
scenarios with gravitino dark matter (GDM) [19–34]. A generic possibility is that the NLSP
has electric charge, as is the case for the supersymmetric partner of the tau lepton, the stau
(τ̃). In addition to this example, there are certainly many more models with massive metastable
charged particles, both supersymmetric and non-supersymmetric, motivating an investigation
of the ATLAS potential for discovering and for measuring the masses of particles in this class
of models.
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Whilst most R-parity-conserving supersymmetry models studied to date have signatures of
large amounts of missing energy from the escaping dark matter candidates, the models with
massive metastable charged particles have instead distinctive Time-of-Flight (ToF) and energy-
loss (dE/dx) signatures for the NLSPs. In these R-parity-conserving models, supersymmetric
particles are produced in pairs, with each one leading via its decay chain to one of the NLSPs.
If long-lived, charged, not strongly-interacting and sufficiently energetic to escape the detector,
these will appear as a pair of anomalous tracks in the ATLAS muon system, with a significant
fraction displaying velocities inconsistent with muons. The difference between the NLSP mass
and that of the muon will also result in characteristic differences in energy loss due to ionisation.

In this note we utilise the potential of the resistive plate chambers (RPCs) of the ATLAS
muon system for measuring the ToF of massive metastable charged particles. By using the RPCs’
timing information for tracks reconstructed in the muon system, and their distance from the
interaction point, the particle velocity can be found. The ToF measurement can be calibrated
to correct for signal propagation delays in the RPCs, and the flight length can be adjusted
to account for the bending of the track in the magnetic field. The resulting velocity can be
compared to the momentum measured for the track, and an estimate of the particle mass is
obtained from the well known formula

m =
p

βγ
. (1)

We discuss the efficiency of the ATLAS Level 1 triggers for retaining events containing metastable
staus, how to isolate their tracks from the background of muon tracks, and how to perform
statistical measurements of their masses in three GDM scenarios. A similar analysis of the
potential of the ATLAS muon system has been carried out in [35,36], using the monitored drift
tubes (MDTs), and looking at the fit quality of tracks as a function of the particle’s assumed
arrival time in the MDTs. Our study is complementary to this, and a final analysis of data
could benefit from a combination of the two.

As representatives of models with massive metastable charged particles we use the set of
gravitino dark matter (GDM) benchmark points (ε, ζ, η) proposed in [37]. The benchmark points
are based on minimal supergravity models with a specific choice for the trilinear parameter
A0, as found in the Polonyi model of supersymmetry breaking in a hidden sector [38]. The
points feature the stau NLSP as the massive metastable charged particle, with lifetimes above
104 s for all three benchmark points. From the ATLAS point of view, the ε benchmark point
is an optimal scenario, featuring light supersymmetric partners, a stau with a nominal mass
mτ̃1 = 152.475 GeV, and a relatively large total supersymmetric cross sections at the LHC of
3.35 pb at next-to-leading order [39], with dominant squark-gluino production. The ζ and η
points are less favourable for the LHC, with nominal stau masses of m τ̃1 = 338.114 GeV and
mτ̃1 = 318.931 GeV and total cross sections of 23.4 fb and 24.1 fb, respectively. For the ζ
and η benchmark points, the total cross sections have significant contributions from Drell-Yan
production of stau pairs and associated production of chargino-neuralino pairs. For further
details on the benchmarks the reader is referred to [37, 39]. We have previously studied the
LHC potential for measuring the masses of the spectra of heavier sparticles in [39], using a fast
simulation of a generic LHC detector.

Although the analysis described here is carried out for staus in GDM models, the results
of the detector simulation should have a more generic applicability to many species of massive
metastable charged particles without strong interactions. The spread in stau masses and pro-
duction processes make these benchmark points a good choice for exploring the ATLAS potential
for massive metastable charged particles.

We begin in Section 2 by giving an overview of the simulation we have carried out, before
discussing the Level 1 trigger efficiency for the GDM scenarios in Section 3. In Section 4 we go
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on to discuss the reconstruction efficiency of stau tracks in the muon system, and in Section 5 we
deal with the momentum measurement. Section 6 covers the central topic of our note, namely
the ToF measurement of reconstructed stau tracks using RPCs. The potential of using the long
ToF of staus as a cut on the Standard Model (SM) background is evaluated in Section 7. Finally,
we discuss in Section 8 the accuracy obtainable on the mass of the stau from momentum and
ToF measurements, before we draw our conclusions in Section 9.

2 Overview of the Simulation

As the prime example of the potential value added by the ATLAS RPCs, we have selected the ε
benchmark point proposed in [37]. For this example, we have generated 10025 SUSY events, cor-
responding to an integrated luminosity of 3.01 fb−1, using PYTHIA6.403 [40] and the CTEQ 5L
parton distribution functions [41]. The decay widths and branching ratios of the sparticles have
been calculated using SDECAY 1.1a [42]. For the ζ and η benchmarks, we have generated 9775
and 8075 events, corresponding to integrated luminosities of 419 fb−1 and 334 fb−1, respectively.
The event generation was performed using ATLAS release 12.0.6 and production cache 12.0.6.4,
using the job transform csc evgen.trf with the jobOptions DC3.006630.MMCP epsilon.py,
DC3.006631.MMCP zeta.py and DC3.006632.MMCP eta.py found in the package DC3 jobOptions.

For later reference, we show in Fig. 1 the Monte Carlo (MC) truth distributions for the
velocity and rapidity of the τ̃ NLSP for the three benchmark points. In Fig. 2 we display these
distributions for the ε benchmark alone, separating by different production processes. Each
distribution is normalised to unity.
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Figure 1: The MC truth distributions of βγ (left) and rapidity η (right) for staus in the ε (red),
ζ (green) and η (blue) benchmark points.

We note that the βγ and η distributions for scenario ε are somewhat broader than those for
scenarios ζ and η. These reflect the lighter sparticle masses in the ε scenario, and the different
production mechanisms, as is apparent from Fig. 2 (left) where we see the softer spectrum
resulting from the Drell-Yan production of staus.

The results of the full detector simulation and reconstruction have been obtained from the
current understanding of the ATLAS detector contained within the ATHENA framework [43]. All
simulation and reconstruction were run using ATLAS release 12.0.6 and detector description
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Figure 2: The MC truth distributions of βγ (left) and pseudo-rapidity η (right) for
staus produced in the ε benchmark scenario via the Drell-Yan mechanism (red), associated
chargino/neutralino production (blue) and other supersymmetric events (black).

ATLAS-CSC-01-02-00, including both material and field distortions. For executing simulation
and reconstruction, the transforms csc simul trf.py and csc recoESD trf.py from produc-
tion cache 12.0.6.4 were used.

No model for stau energy deposition is included in GEANT4 by default. Therefore, the
external GEANT4 module Sleptons is used for this purpose.1 The mechanisms for stau inter-
actions included in this module are ionisation, as calculated from the Bethe-Bloch formula, and
multiple scattering. GEANT4’s own implementations of these mechanisms are used.

For the reconstruction of the stau tracks, we use the MOORE tracking algorithm in the
muon system, and the MuID package for combining MOORE tracks with tracks from the Inner
Detector (ID). This was run with the default settings of ATLAS 12.0.6.

As the ATLAS detector converges on its start-up state, the hardware and geometry may
still undergo minor changes, and the software will remain under continuous development. Nev-
ertheless, we believe that the results presented in the following Sections represent quite reliably
the accuracy achievable with the ATLAS detector for the measurement of staus during the first
years of LHC running using RPC timing information.

3 Simulation of the Triggers

A crucial piece of information is the efficiency with which ATLAS can trigger on supersymmetric
events with metastable staus. One expects good trigger efficiencies in general for events with the
production of heavy strongly-interacting supersymmetric particles decaying in cascade decays,
which are likely to result in energetic jets, leptons and missing energy 2.

The ATLAS trigger system consists of three levels of triggers. We only take into account the
lowest level, Level 1 (LVL1), in this study, since the Level 2 triggers in the ATLAS simulation

1We are grateful to Andrea Dell’Acqua for providing the code for this.
2We do not consider here the facts that, even in the absence of escaping neutralinos, the production of hard

neutrinos from SUSY decays is a potentially important source of missing energy, and that the slow nature of the
staus may be the cause of a momentum imbalance for the triggers.
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software are not yet ready for physics studies 3. Although the ATLAS LVL1 trigger configuration
is not finalized, we are very interested in even these preliminary results, as the LVL1 trigger will
make by far the largest reduction of the event rate. The final trigger thresholds will necessarily
depend on the rates actually found in the experiment, so the setup used in this study is the
default LVL1 trigger menu CSC-06 in ATLAS release 12.0.6.

The efficiency found for the various LVL1 triggers for supersymmetric events in each of the
three benchmark scenarios is displayed in Fig. 3 (left). From left to right are shown: triggers
from energy clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter (EM), muon triggers (MU), jet triggers
(JT) and tau triggers (TAU). Numbers represent the required threshold in GeV, and ’i’ represents
an isolation requirement for a cluster 4. The number of these triggers per event are very large,
but do not give a realistic picture of the trigger rate, as most of these triggers will be heavily
prescaled, if they exist at all, even at the expected first-year luminosity.
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Figure 3: The efficiencies of various LVL1 ATLAS triggers for the three benchmark points (left),
and the total number of LVL1 triggers per event in the restricted trigger selection described in
the text (right).

Another important issue should also be noted when interpreting these results. The current
status of the simulation of LVL1 muon triggers for slow-moving staus is not completely realistic.
Staus which deposit hits in the three RPC layers, but are so slow that the timing of the hits are
in different bunch crossings, because of the long ToF of a semi-relativistic particle through the
layers, will not be triggered on in normal ATLAS running. For most supersymmetric events this
trigger problem is not very important, because such slow staus account for only a small fraction
of the full spectra 5. We can see from Fig. 1 (left) that the fraction of staus with βγ < 1.0 is
between 11% and 18% for the different benchmarks. However, for Drell-Yan production, where

3However, we do not expect important decreases in the total trigger efficiencies when the higher-level triggers
are implemented, for the reasons to be described below.

4Note that in the present software a single muon can give only one trigger, i.e., if it is above more than one
threshold for an object of its type, only the highest-threshold trigger is registered. However, there may be more
than one muon trigger in an event, as there may be several muons.

5Staus with |η| ≈ 1 have the longest distance to travel between RPC layers. Given a 25 ns gap between bunch
crossings and a distance of ≈ 15.5 m to the outer RPC layer, the critical velocity is β = 0.67, or βγ = 0.9, ignoring
any significant energy loss.
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the staus are the only source of triggers, this effect may be very important, and could lead to
a significant reduction in the trigger efficiency. This is even more likely to be the case because
these staus are in general slower, as is seen from Fig. 2 (left), lacking the boost given by the
decay of heavy sparticles.

To estimate the effect of this problem with the trigger simulation we disregard all muon
triggers, with the exception of MU40, which is not expected to be prescaled. For the MU40 trigger
we also require the presence of at least one stau with βγ > 0.9 or muon with pT > 40 GeV
in the event truth record, and within the muon trigger geometric acceptance of |η| < 2.4, to
register the trigger. Because of the lack of identification of the triggering object in the present
simulation code, there is a possible effect from erroneously accepting a trigger because it belongs
to a stau under the given threshold, in the same events as a stau or muon over the threshold,
but not triggering. We have therefore made a cross check of events with one and only one stau
above threshold, and find that these have a high efficiency for the MU40 trigger alone of 85.5%,
which implies that this effect is small.

Our treatment of the LVL1 muon triggers is conservative, and because of the need for making
model-independent searches and setting exclusion bounds from the absence of Drell-Yan events
with massive metastable charged particles, the subject of muon triggers and slow particles is very
important, and should be studied further in the future, when a more realistic trigger simulation
is possible.

Further taking into account the large prescaling of the triggers shown in Figure 3 (left), we
disregard all tau triggers, limit the electromagnetic calorimeter triggers to EM25i and EM60, and
use only the hardest jet trigger JT300. Even with these limitations on the triggers, we find that
for the ε point we have on average 3.14 triggers per event in the LVL1 trigger simulation, with
an overall trigger efficiency of 99.2%, which demonstrates that our expectations of high trigger
efficiencies are borne out in the LVL1 triggers. In Fig. 3 (right) we show the distribution of the
number of triggers per event under the restricted set of triggers. It is these trigger requirements
that will be used in our final determination of the stau mass in Section 8.

For the other two benchmark points, the heavier squarks and gluinos have lower production
cross sections and a much larger fraction of events are due to stau pair production or associated
neutralino/chargino production. It is natural to expect that this will lead to less activity per
event, and hence to lower trigger rates. From Fig. 3 (left) it is evident that these benchmarks have
less activity in the important hard jet triggers compared to ε. The EM and tau triggers maintain
good efficiency. In particular the isolated calorimeter triggers improve for these benchmarks,
due in part to the production of electrons from gaugino decays and in part to the decays of
taus produced from neutralino decays,6 where in both cases the higher masses of the initially-
produced sparticles give harder Standard Model decay products. The muon triggers are very
similar for all three benchmarks. The final result is only a small decrease in the total trigger
efficiency with respect to the ε benchmark point. The total trigger efficiencies at LVL1 are 98.8%
and 98.7% for the ζ and η points respectively, while the average number of triggers are 3.06 for
both points. At our current level of understanding of the LVL1 triggers, this implies that there
will be no problem triggering on supersymmetric events for the benchmarks in question.

It was pointed out in [45] that the read-out of detector sub-systems is tuned to particles
moving close to the speed of light, and that, for a very slow-moving particle, this may mean that
information is lost, even for triggered events, if the read-out of the non-triggering sub-systems do
not take this possibility into account. We join in the request of the authors of [45] that this issue
be considered in the ongoing optimisation of the ATLAS data-acquisition system, which will

6The process χ̃0

1 → τ̃1τ is the dominant decay mode for the lightest neutralino for all three benchmark
points [39].
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also include the specification of the higher-level triggers. However, we believe that the analysis
of this Section gives good reason to think that interesting analyses will be possible even when
realistic higher-level triggers are taken into account.

4 Reconstruction of Stau Tracks

In order to identify massive metastable charged particles in ATLAS, such as the staus of our
benchmark points, we need to reconstruct their high-pT tracks in the muon system and separate
them from muons, either via their low velocities or because their ionisation rates are incompatible
with muons. Before we can do either, we first face here the initial problem of reconstructing
tracks from slow-moving staus.

The ATLAS muon system naturally has a very good track reconstruction efficiency for muons,
which in good regions is close to 100% for muons with pT > 6 GeV. However, this is not the
case for the staus. One important generic difficulty with the reconstruction of a stau is its late
arrival time in the muon system following a trigger decision, compared to a muon with the
same momentum. Fortunately, once an event has passed the LVL1 trigger, data from the MDTs
corresponding to the ∼ 700 ns after the trigger bunch crossing are extracted from the pipe-line
memories, providing a window for catching particles in the muon system. In the track fitting
the recorded drift-times of the MDTs are converted to drift circles, assuming the arrival time
of a relativistic particle. For slow-moving particles, this will lead to an error in the drift-circle
calculation and a degradation of the fit quality for low β. Indeed, below a certain velocity
threshold the error will be too large to reconstruct tracks at all. While varying the offset of
the arrival time in a track re-fit to improve the fit quality can itself be used to measure the
velocity of the particle [35], the initial track identification is difficult to improve in this manner,
since it would in principle require trying to fit all possible tracks through all MDT hits, with all
possible arrival times. Other important problems in the stau track reconstruction include the
large energy loss due to ionisation at low velocities, which pushes the velocity further down, and
also the significant effects of multiple scattering as a result of the large stau mass. Thus one
expects to lose a significant fraction of the tracks of slower staus.

Using the reconstructed tracks, we can plot the reconstruction efficiency of the staus as a
function of velocity, βγ, and detector geometry, characterized by the pseudo-rapidity η, neglect-
ing trigger effects. When evaluating the efficiency, we require combined ID and muon system
tracks matched to a true stau within a cone of ∆R < 0.2. The requirement of an ID track means
that we only take into account staus with |η| < 2.5. We see from Fig. 1 that this requirement is
rather insignificant, excluding less than 1% of the staus. Results for all three benchmark points
are shown in Figure 4.

In the left plot, which shows the efficiency as a function of βγ, we see a stable plateau with
a reconstruction efficiency of ∼ 80% for βγ > 1.2. Below this value, as expected, the efficiency
decreases rapidly for the slower staus, because of problems with the drift circles and because of
increasing energy loss due to ionisation and multiple scattering at low velocities 7. We see that
the efficiency for ζ and η is slightly below that of ε, except at the lowest velocities. This effect
is yet to be understood.

In the right plot of Fig. 4, which displays the efficiency as a function of pseudo-rapidity,
there are clearly visible ‘holes’ in the muon system efficiency. These occur where expected, most

7Looking at the amount of material traversed in the calorimeters and the energy lost due to ionisation, as
calculated from the Bethe-Bloch formula, one can estimate a lowest possible velocity for a stau to be able to enter
the muon system. This yields values of βγ ≈ 0.45 for ε, and βγ ≈ 0.36 for ζ and η, consistent with the results of
the simulation in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: The stau track reconstruction efficiency for the ε, ζ and η benchmark points as a
function of βγ (left) and pseudo-rapidity η (right).

notably at η ≈ 0, where the ATLAS muon spectrometer has a gap for cables and other services.
The ‘holes’ at |η| ≈ 1.3 have similar causes. Even more so than for the left plot, the efficiency
for ζ and η is consistently below that of ε. This is to be expected from Fig. 1, where we see that
benchmarks ζ and η yield larger fractions of staus with velocities below βγ = 2.0.

5 Momentum Measurement

In order to measure the mass of the stau, one needs to determine both its velocity and momen-
tum. However, there is some tension between the measurements of velocity and momentum in
the muon system for a given stau mass. The velocity precision in general increases with increased
ToF - until one approaches the limit where it becomes impossible to identify a track - while the
precision on the momentum measurement is mostly flat, before it deteriorates more rapidly than
the velocity measurement at low velocities. The expected velocity precision make the staus with
the lowest momenta very interesting and, in order to measure better the momenta, we utilise
here information from both the muon system and the ID, using the combined fits of tracks from
hits in both sub-detectors.

For relativistic staus, hits in the Monitored Drift Tubes (MDTs) give precise measurements
of the momenta at the level of accuracy of muon measurements, mostly limited by the sagitta
measurement error. However, at low β, problems with the bias of the drift circles, as discussed
in the previous Section, and also multiple scattering, considerably reduce the precision of the
MDT measurements. This can be seen in Fig. 5, where we plot the momentum resolution as a
function of momentum for staus produced in our simulations of the ε and ζ benchmark points,
using only events passing the restricted triggers of Section 3. This and other distributions for η
are similar to those of ζ.

From Fig. 5 we can see that the ID is complementary to the muon system for the non-
relativistic staus that are of special interest here. In particular, the inclusion of the ID gives us a
significant advantage at low momenta for the ζ benchmark point with its heavier stau. Although
the ID performs better than the drift circle measurements of the MDTs at low momenta, the ID
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Figure 5: The τ̃1 momentum resolution for the ε (left) and ζ (right) benchmark points as a
function of the true momentum. We show separately the resolutions of the muon system (red),
the inner detector (blue) and the combined fit (black).

tracking system has more limited precision for measuring high momenta, because of its restricted
geometry and hence the small sagittae of the tracks.

In the combined fit ID tracks are matched to a muon system track and refitted, using the
MuID package. The combined fit performs extremely well, with a very flat distribution as a
function of momentum, and with a resolution of slightly better than 5% for ε. Comparing the
results of the two benchmark points shown, we see that the benchmark ζ, with its heavier stau
mass, has a worse resolution, in particular for the lower momenta. This is to be expected since,
for a given momentum, the velocity of the stau is smaller.

When compared to the results of [35], we find that the combined fit performs better for
the ε benchmark point over much of the high momentum range, down to ≈ 300 GeV where the
advantage of the track refit performed in [35] becomes important for the slowest staus. The effect
of including the ID again outperforms the improvements of the refit for the lowest reconstructed
momenta at ≈ 100 GeV where the MDT measurement becomes particularly bad. In terms of
a comparison to the parametrisation of the stau momentum resolution given in [35] and used
in [39], Section 3.1.2 and Eq. (3.1) respectively, we find for the ε benchmark point parameter
values of k1 = 0.0060± 0.0001 for the sagitta measurement error and k3 = 685± 16 for the error
due to energy loss in the calorimeters. However, the effect of including the ID in the track fit
changes the shape of the resolution to the point where this particular parametrisation results in
a bad fit.

6 Time-of-Flight Measurements

While the stau momentum may be taken directly from a track fit, as discussed in the previous
Section, one needs to measure the Time-of-Flight (ToF) of the stau in order to determine its
velocity. One may infer the ToF indirectly by performing a re-fit of the muon track while
changing the assumed arrival time in the MDTs, as briefly mentioned in previous Sections and
studied in [35], or one may measure directly the ToF using the time-stamps of hits in the RPCs.
Here we consider the latter method.

The naive approach to measuring the velocity of a stau would be to use the distance of an
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RPC hit from the interaction point, and divide by the ToF measured in the RPC to arrive at a
velocity. While this is in principle a much cleaner measurement of velocity than that obtained
from a re-fit of a track, there are important sources of systematic error. In particular, to calibrate
properly the velocity measurement, we must take into account effects of the geometry of the
detector and the properties of the RPCs.

The RPCs have a very limited spatial resolution of ∼ 1 cm, and therefore serve only as
triggers and as seeds for the precision track fit to MDT hits in the muon system. Due to their
trigger role, the RPCs do however have excellent time resolution, sampling the signal every
3.125 ns, and with a resolution of 0.9 ns. In addition, there is an intrinsic time jitter of ∼ 1.5 ns
in the electronics, which we include in the simulation, but even so this gives an impressive total
time resolution of σt = 1.75 ns. The RPC elements are only read out at one end and, with a
typical element length of ∼ 1 m and a propagation speed of ∼ 200 mm/ns, there is a signal delay
significantly larger than σt, leading to an underestimation of the velocity. This delay affects,
in particular, the high-velocity tracks whose recorded time is smallest, and is simulated in the
current software. To correct for this delay, we use the track prediction to arrive at the actual
crossing point of the particle. From the distance to the read-out we can calculate the expected
propagation delay and subtract this from the measured time.

Due to the bending of the tracks in the magnetic field, the distance travelled by a particle
is also slightly longer than that of a straight line from the interaction point. Again this causes
an underestimate in the naive velocity calculation. This affects, in particular, the slowest staus.
Taking this into account we integrate the distance travelled along the fitted track, and use this
length when calculating the velocity.

To demonstrate the effects of our calibration, we plot in Fig. 6 the true velocities β for the
staus at the interaction point, versus the measured velocities for individual RPC hits in our full
simulation samples for ε (left) and ζ (right), both before and after the calibration is performed.
The RPC hits used are those that belong to combined muon system and ID tracks, with some
further requirements on track quality and RPC hits that are given in Section 7. The expected
underestimation of velocities is seen in the uncalibrated sample, which the calibration efficiently
corrects for at the highest velocities. However, we also see that, in particular for ε, the velocities
of the staus at low β is underestimated even after adjusting for the signal propagation delay
and the bent track. This is caused by the increasing amounts of energy lost from traversing the
calorimeters at lower velocities, which should be re-calibrated by looking at the energy deposited
around the track. Due to the present status of the ATLAS software for combining tracking and
calorimetry, it has not yet been possible to do this. For ζ, the higher mass leads to a smaller
fractional energy loss for comparable velocities. The results for η are very similar.

In Fig. 7 we show the resulting resolution on the velocity measurement, again for ε and ζ
and for RPC hits on tracks picked as in Fig. 6. The resolution is shown both for single RPC hit
measurements, and for averages over all hits assigned to a reconstructed track. Both improve
with lower velocity, down to β = 0.5 − 0.6, where there are few events, and where track recon-
struction becomes difficult. The single RPC hit measurements exhibit a clear linear behaviour
of the resolution with β down to these values. The track measurements are significantly better
at high velocities, but improve less as the velocity is lowered. The large errors on some bins at
low velocity are the results of a combination of low statistics and some measurements that lie
far from the nominal value. Compared to the results of [35] the velocity resolution for tracks at
the ε benchmark point is consistently better using RPC hits than with the track refit method,
at least down to β ' 0.6 where our statistics are low. Again the results for η are comparable to
ζ.

For the RPC velocity measurement to work in an optimal way in ATLAS, it is vital that
the signal delay can be adjusted in an accurate manner, and that energy-loss effects are well
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Figure 6: The velocity measured using RPC hits versus the true MC velocity β of staus at the
interaction point, for the ε (left) and ζ (right) benchmark points. We show the uncalibrated
results (open symbols) and the calibrated velocities (closed symbols). We also show the nominal
relationship (dashed line).

understood. However, despite the deviation due to energy loss, these results show that we can
measure stau velocities and recalibrate detector effects with good precision over a large range of
velocities. We expect to be able to make further improvements by adjusting for energy loss in
the calorimeter once the ATLAS simulation software advances sufficiently. Having determined
the stau velocity, we may now plot the measured momentum versus βγ to find the stau mass
from Eq. (1). This is discussed in Section 8 where we combine all of the effects we have studied.

7 Background Simulation

As we have seen, the distinctive signature of GDM models is a pair of slow-moving muon-like
objects, namely the staus at the end of every sparticle decay chain. To separate GDM events
from Standard Model events with a real muon pair, we can use the velocity information found
in the previous Section. All real muons passing the basic ATLAS reconstruction requirement of
pT & 6 GeV will be highly relativistic and have an insignificant ToF delay compared to β = 1,
barring possible mis-reconstruction and mis-identification. In order to estimate the effects of
backgrounds on our stau benchmark samples we have examined muons already present in the
supersymmetry samples, and a Z+jet sample with forced Z → µ+µ− decay. This sample was
generated, simulated and reconstructed in the same manner as our supersymmetry samples,
with an additional cut of pT > 50 GeV imposed on the partons in the generation of the hard
interaction 8, simulating in all 9599 events produced by PYTHIA [40]. According to the NLO
cross section of 162 pb calculated with MCFM [46], this corresponds to an integrated luminosity
of 59.3 pb−1.

We impose some basic cuts on the stau candidate tracks used in our analysis, so as to isolate
them from background muons. As mentioned previously, we use only combined ID and muon

8Later we require two stau candidates with pT > 70 GeV in each event, which should justify this restriction.
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Figure 7: The resolution of the velocity measurement using RPC hits as a function of the
true MC velocity β of staus at the interaction point, for the ε (left) and ζ (right) benchmark
points. We show separately the results from single hits (open symbols) and velocity averages
for reconstructed tracks (closed symbols).

tracks, and we require a LVL1 trigger for the corresponding event from our very restricted list
of triggers. We also require that:

• the track fit has χ2/ndf < 2.0,

• there are at least four RPC hits on each track,

• the tracks are reconstructed with pT > 70 GeV.

Due to the trapping of the slowest staus discussed above, the momentum cut should not remove
any significant signal. In the Z+jet sample a total of only 2161 muon track pass these cuts,
giving an efficiency of 10.9 ± 0.2%. While this is a dramatic reduction compared to the signal
efficiency, which after these cuts and trigger requirements is down to 47.6 ± 0.4% (for ε), this is
by far insufficient to separate the staus from background events.

In Fig. 8 we compare the measured βγ for staus and muons in the supersymmetry events
generated for the ε, ζ and η benchmark points and muons from the Z+jet sample. We note
that the velocity distributions for the muons in the supersymmetry samples are quite similar to
the muon distribution for the Z+jet sample, indicating that the velocity (mis)measurements of
the muons have fairly universal characteristics. If we now cut on the measured velocity of the
tracks, requiring βγ < 5.0, we increase the signal to background ratio further. The efficiencies
obtained for the stau and muon tracks in the various samples after this cut are shown in the
third column of Table 1. In the next two columns we show the number of surviving events
when we require one or a pair of these tracks in an event, all results having been rescaled to an
integrated luminosity of 1 fb−1. For the Z+jet sample, there are only two events left after the
two track requirement, thus the given statistical error is large.

We conclude that with this simple cut on the measured velocity the number of surviving
Z+jet background events is small for the ε benchmark point, and on the order of the super-
symmetry signal for the other two benchmarks, depending on the exact value of the velocity
cut. There are of course many other potential SM backgrounds producing muons that could
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Figure 8: The distributions of the measured velocity βγ for staus (colour) and muons (black)
for the ε (top left), ζ (top right), η (bottom left) and Z+jet samples (bottom right).

be mis-measured, or even fake muon tracks. We have checked the Z+jet sample for muons
candidates that do not originate from the Z decay, and find that none of these survive the track
cuts given above. This is not surprising considering the high transverse momentum requirement.
Similarly we have searched for muons candidates faked by the hadronic activity in the events.
No muon tracks survive the cuts that are not well matched to a true muon. The result is thus
the same, due to the large momentum cut no fakes are present. It is beyond the scope of this
paper to attempt a complete investigation of all of these possibilities for the numerous SM back-
grounds, particularly in view of the necessary large-scale event production, but this should be
possible in the future with the use of larger samples of SM events produced within the ATLAS
collaboration.

However, it is likely that a very good signal-to-background ratio such as that found here will
survive. We give three main arguments in support of this optimistic outlook. First, as we have
seen, the behaviour of the muons in all four samples was very similar. If this trend continues, the
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Sample Particle Efficiency (in %) One track Two tracks

ε τ̃1 41.55 ± 0.35 1537 ± 17 572 ± 13
µ 3.15 ± 0.19

ζ τ̃1 44.24 ± 0.36 10.4 ± 0.1 5.1 ± 0.1
µ 4.72 ± 0.20

η τ̃1 44.19 ± 0.39 10.6 ± 0.1 5.3 ± 0.1
µ 4.67 ± 0.21

Z+jet µ 1.87 ± 0.10 3881 ± 253 34 ± 24

Table 1: Efficiency of the velocity cut βγ < 5.0 for the three benchmark points and the Z+jet
sample. The track cuts give the remaining number of events corresponding to a 1 fb−1 sample.

muon background velocity distribution is simply a cross-section-dependent rescaling of Fig. 8
(right), which implies that the cut on velocity should be just as effective. The second reason
is the existence of additional cut variables we have ignored. We have not looked at the energy
deposits around the tracks in the calorimeters, which should be substantially larger than for
muons. The same should be true for the amount of ionisation in the MDTs, which has been
studied for this purpose in [47]. Also, we have the possibility of lowering the velocity cut further
from our rather conservative value of βγ = 5.0. Finally, in most of our signal events there are
other distinguishing features inherent to supersymmetry, such as hard jets and leptons, that
could be used to reduce backgrounds in the same manner as in other supersymmetric models.
Also the SM backgrounds could be further reduced by using their distinguishing features, such
as the di-muon invariant mass for a Z.

8 Determining the Stau Mass

In this Section we give our final estimate of the accuracy achievable in ATLAS for measuring
the stau mass at each of the three benchmark points using timing information from the RPCs.
For the stau tracks used we require at least one LVL1 trigger in the event, using the restricted
set of triggers discussed in Section 3. We further apply the cuts given in Section 7, in addition
requiring two tracks with a velocity in the range 1.0 < βγ < 2.0 to remove the Standard Model
background, the remnant of which has a negligible effect on the stau mass estimates. From the
identified stau tracks we calculate the corresponding mass using Eq. (1) and plot the results in
Fig. 9 for the ε (left), ζ (centre) and η (right) benchmark points.

We have made Gaussian fits to the mass peaks. The resulting masses, statistical errors and
nominal values for all three benchmark points are found in Table 2. For all three benchmark
points we have very small statistical errors, in the order of 0.2%. For the ε benchmark point this
is the result for statistics comparable to that expected for the first year of LHC running, while
for the other two benchmark points this statistics corresponds to the long-term potential of the
LHC. This can be compared to the results of [35, 36], where the accuracy expected for the stau
mass measured with MDT information and track refits is in the same range for a light stau.

We observe some deviation from the nominal values caused by non-Gaussian tails in the
mass distributions, clearly visible in Fig. 9 towards higher masses, and indicated by the less
than perfect fit quality, in particular for η. This systematic error is primarily caused by a
slight systematic shift of the measured stau momentum away from the true momentum and
towards higher momenta, increasing with momentum, and is at the level of 0.5 − 1.0% for the
three benchmarks. We have found that narrowing the velocity range included in the fit towards
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Figure 9: Histograms of stau mass determinations for the ε (left), ζ (middle) and η (right)
benchmark points.

slower staus improves both the fit quality and the systematic shift in masses, at the expense
of larger statistical errors. With a careful recalibration of stau momentum it seems possible
to remove at least part of the systematic error. The refit of tracks assuming lower velocities,
as demonstrated in [35], may also be of considerable use here in improving the momentum
measurement. The exact details of such a combined procedure should be the subject of further
study.

Sample Mass Nominal mass

ε 153.174 ± 0.256 152.475
ζ 336.191 ± 0.864 338.114
η 315.574 ± 0.757 318.931

Table 2: Measured stau masses, statistical errors and nominal values for the three benchmark
points

9 Conclusions

We have investigated the use of the ATLAS RPCs in measuring the masses of massive metastable
charged particles in a full simulation of the ATLAS detector, using three GDM benchmark
scenarios with metastable staus as our test cases. The benchmark points used represent widely
different production cross sections at the LHC, and a significant range in stau masses.

We find that the ATLAS LVL1 triggers retain our signal events efficiently, even after con-
servative assumptions on the use of the muon triggers for slow moving staus we have trigger
efficiencies in the range of 98 − 99%. We also find a high reconstruction efficiency of ∼ 80%
for stau tracks, using a combined fit to hits in the ID and the muon system. The combined
track fit also gives a good determination of the stau momentum over a large range of momenta,
improving significantly on the stand-alone muon system results at low momenta.

We further find that the RPCs can be used to determine the velocity of the staus with
excellent precision, with a resolution of ∼ 5% for all velocities. This method is complementary
to the technique already studied, where the velocity is measured by a refit of tracks in the muon
system [35]. In particular it improves significantly the velocity measurement for the faster staus.
The relatively low velocity of a significant fraction of the staus enables us to make a very efficient
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SM background cut, requiring two slow “muon-like” tracks in each event. We have tested this
cut on a sample of Z+jet events, finding that a threshold of βγ < 5.0 effectively removes the
background for the ε benchmark, while it significantly reduces the background for the other two
benchmark points.

The RPC velocity measurements of the staus, taken together with the momentum measure-
ments from the combined muon system and ID tracks, enables us to measure the stau mass with
a statistical accuracy of 0.2%, for a number of events corresponding to the first year of running
of the LHC for the ε benchmark point, and for a number of events expected to be the ultimate
reach of the LHC for the ζ and η benchmark points. We expect this optimistic conclusion to
survive the realistic implementation of the higher-level ATLAS triggers. It is encouraging that
the ATLAS detector and software, which was not designed with the detection of a metastable
massive particle in mind, nevertheless has an excellent capability for detecting and measuring
such a particle.
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